Tamper Proof Labels

Today Pilferage & theft of utilities are not only local or national problems but they are international
problems. Millions of Dollars are lost due to theft by means of Pilferage. Hira Holovision is an ideal and
innovative answer to security problems providing both strength and ease of application.
As a leading manufacturer of premium security seals, we want to work with you to be your complete
security seal solution provider .Our expertise & experience of providing security solutions could help you to
identify, authenticate & meet your needs in the field of
Security:
Preventing unauthorized visual access to secure against contamination.
Logistics:
Additional security & traceability throughout the supply chain to safeguard against theft
Identification:
A combination of secure closure with the additional authentication of a corporate logo.
Control:
Process ensuring the veracity of information and preventing attempted fraud
Printing of Logo & individualization as desired by customer with non-repeat serial numbering make
each seal unique and cannot be replaced even by own employees of the customers, if they desire to do so.
With provide a wide range of adhesive security tapes and security labels at your disposal, which indicate
manipulations or an unauthorized first opening of packages or closures with an irreversible optical effect.
An unnoticeable re-closure of the security seal label or tape simply is not possible.
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We offer you all common roll, spool and many label sizes, so that the application of our products for
theft prevention can be easily implemented in any dispatch or packaging department.
Security labels and tapes: more transparency in the supply chain.
Security seals are mechanisms used to seal containers in a way that provides tamper evidence and
some level of security. Such seals can help to detect theft or contamination, either accidental or
deliberate. Security seals are commonly used to secure vehicles, chemical drums, warranty
products, computer products, electronic products and utility meters. Typically they are considered
an inexpensive way of providing tamper evidence of intrusion into sensitive spaces.
Features of Security Seal
.Anti-counterfeit protection for your products, documents, ID badges, etc.
.Anti-tampering protection and tamper evidence
.Stock and Custom Products
.Protect your shipping cartons, pallets, and other containers
.Indicates tampering and pilferage
.Stock and Custom Products
.Protect your files, containers, equipment, doors, etc.
.Indicates tampering, removal, pilferage.
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